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The Tragic Blanche DuBois in A Streetcar Named Desire Essay .. Write a Brief Essay (of Approximately Words) to
Comment on the Two Female.

With her slightly unwilling newspaper collector, she attempts to set the mood as narrator of sorts. In the
opening stage direction Williams illustrates the area around Elysian Fields. I ordered my ticket on the phone
for 20 dollars which is quite inexpensive compared to other plays However, although his behavior is without a
doubt over-bearing and rough, in a way he displays realism and truth as well. She comes to visit Stella and her
husband, Stanley at their small home in New Orleans. I thought seeing a play that I was familiar with would
enhance my first theater experience. As the name suggests Stella and Blanche's time at "Belle Reve" was near
perfect. Blanche Dubois is a victim of the mythology of the Southern Belle where she is expected to be
innocent, decorous and submissive. Blanche DuBois in A Streetcar Named Desire - While watching A
Streetcar named Desire, the character of Blanche Dubois at first appeared to be a weak self-absorbed southern
woman, when really what started coming from her character was a flawed personality. Stanley and Blanche
are the two most important characters that embody these themes as they are polar opposites and work with
each other in the culmination of the catastrophic events in the play. In A Streetcar Named Desire, the audience
is confronted with a blend of many unique emotions, perhaps the strongest being sympathy. She also covers
the light in the Kowalski apartment with a Chinese paper lantern when she arrives. It definitely shows that her
vomiting was caused by memories that she is maybe now trying to overcome by flirting with Stanley. She
suffered from her haunting past; her inability to overcome; her desire to be someone else; and from the cruel,
animalistic treatment she received from Stanley. To that extent, much of her creations arise from a longing for
the past, nostalgia for her lost love, her dignity, and her purpose in life. Tennessee Williams portrays this
through the themes of secrets, revealing of truths and impact. When Blanchewas 16, she had a She was exiled
from her hometown for seducing a seventeen year boy at the school in Mississippi. These sexual experiences
have made Blanche an increasingly hysterical woman, and her frequent need to bathe herself is another form
of employing fantasy, in that they symbolically cleanse Blanche of her illicit past. My intention is to
concentrate on the most significant features of her nature and behaviour and also on various external aspects
influencing her life and resulting in her nervous breakdown. The final result is her destruction. I would like to
discuss many themes related to her life, such as loss, desire, longing for happiness, beauty and youth, ageing
and death, pretension, lies and imagination, dependence on men and last but not least alcoholism The elements
of love, sex, and death haunt her until she is unable to handle it any longer and loses what is left of her sanity
and sparks her unstable mind In the mist of the Elysian Fields garden was the tree of knowledge of death and
redemption. Streetcar is filled with such instances in which audience and performer are one. Here, even within
the domestic set, these fantasies cannot be compartmentalized effectively. Having lost her homestead, husband
and fortification, Blanche turns to her only close relative for support. The characters often bring into the
apartment issues and problems encountered in the larger environment, such as Blanche bringing her prejudices
against the working class. This highlights how the people she met in New Orleans only saw things in as they
were - in black and white, and because she saw life in many different colours - in a fantasy, she wasn't
accepted. Whether the cruelty is deliberate or not, it results in thedestruction of others, both physically and
mentally. As Blanche leaves with the doctor, Stella is still living in denial. I would like to discuss many
themes related to this character, such as loss, desire and longing for happiness, beauty and youth, pretension,
lies and imagination, dependence on men and alcoholism This use of water to undo a misdeed is turned upon
Stanley as well, whose violent temper is soothed by the shower after he beats Stella, rendering him remorseful
and longing for his wife. This conflict which is evident throughout the play is very important because it
decides how each character effects the outcome of the play. In the plays "The Glass Menagerie" and " A
Streetcar Named Desire" written by Tennessee Williams, none of the characters are capable of living in the
present and facing reality With the use of the motif lighting, we can see how Blanche disappoints to live up to
the facade that she portrays and lighting as a motif brings out her true colors. Blanche has begun to mentally
deteriorate due to all the stress, sadness and disappointment she has dealt with throughout her life. His brutish
actions during the play leave the readers with a bad taste in their mouths. Stanley Stella's husband represents a
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theme of realism in the play; he is shown as a primitive, masculine character that is irresistible to Stella and on
some levels even to his "opponent" Stella's sister Blanche Each time Blanche brings up a thing of her past, he
fills with rage and goes off on one of his trademarked episodes. The name Blanche is French and means white
or fair. Tennessee Williams is no different. Stella reunites with her alcoholic sister Blanche, after learning that
the family plantation had been lost due to bankruptcy. He uses personification to describe "the warm breath of
the brown river" P1. Stanley Kowalski is a very brutal person who always has to feel that he is better than
everyone else.


